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FuzzyCo presents
Neutrino Project: The Instant Movie

Neutrino Project: The Instant Movie is an extraordinary theatre/ﬁlm hybrid that creates an original, hour-long
movie in the time it takes the audience to watch it. At the beginning of the show, the audience provides objects
that they have brought to the theater. Multiple camera crews and actors then race outside to various locations to
ﬁlm scenes inspired by those objects. Moments later, the audience inside the theater sees an uninterrupted movie
that has been shot, edited, and scored, and contains the items they loaned the cast.
Joining the Neutrino Project as director is Lillian Frances. Frances appeared as an actor in four other runs of
Neutrino and is thrilled to be directing the latest incarnation. Her other directing credits include a Second City
National Touring Company, the all women’s improv group Sirens, and assistant directing for Boom Chicago in
Amsterdam. She teaches at Columbia College and is a core teacher at the Second City Training Center.
The Neutrino Project was inspired by the New York improv group Neutrino and their Neutrino Video Projects,
which debuted at the Upright Citizens Brigade Theater. FuzzyCo has produced several sold-out runs of the
show in Chicago and been showcased at the Chicago Improv Festival, the Phoenix Improv Festival, and Second
City Toronto.
“Top 5 Innovative Productions” Top 5s of 2003 - Chicago Newcity
“This madcap fusion of nearly instantaneous ﬁlmmaking and anything-goes improv revels in the joys of
spontaneous creation”
Nick Green - Chicago Reader
“a fresh, funny and remarkably inventive show”, “an instant blast”, “will become a big, deserving, late-night
hit” - Chris Jones - Chicago Tribune
For more information on the Neutrino Project, please contact Fuzzy Gerdes (773-865-7883)
or visit www.fuzzyco.com/press
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Cameraman Michael Starcevich shoots actors Beth Melewski and Dave Colan for a 2003 improvised performance
by Neutrino Project 30,000.

Instant cinema
Meet the hot new couple: improv and digital video

S

O HOW DOES making movies compare
with live theatre? To some, the two forms
are like apples and oranges, but a new
improv franchise has staked out a spot
somewhere in between the two media.
The Neutrino Video Projects can best
be summed up as near-live presentations
of improvised movies. They are conceived, shot, scored, and edited all in the
time it takes audiences to watch. A risky
premise, perhaps, but with seasoned
improv-theatre talent, the show can entertain in a way unlike any other kind of
performance.
Like conventional improv, Neutrino
performances begin with troupe members soliciting story ideas from their audience. Once armed with enough raw materials for a film, the cast members join
forces with guerrilla camera crews and
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take to the streets. Using real locations,
real props, and even recruiting real extras, the teams shoot an entire movie
based on audience input. For the audience, the playback is almost live. It takes
about five minutes for crew members to
shoot the first scene, rush it back to the
theatre, perform minimal edits, and dub
in some appropriate music. (A few of the
performers stay behind in the meantime,
keeping the audience entertained with
amusing onstage banter.) But with three
or more separate crews at work, a seamless movie follows the initial delay. Neutrino is, in the end, a movie-going experience. But unlike standard cinema, the
show’s success hinges on its players’ ability to interact with a live audience.
The concept originated in 1999,
when Neutrino was a long-form improv

group and regular participant in the
New York-based CageMatch competition, a weekly face-off between two
improv teams who each have twentyfive minutes to perform. “We were
competing in Cage-Match for about two
years, and each time we tried to do
something different,” says Neutrino cocreator Kurt Braunohler. “One day, we
were just kind of brainstorming and
came up with the idea to do our show
completely video.”
After figuring out the logistics of an
improv-movie performance, the troupe
brought its new format to CageMatch
and blew the competition out of the water. “The response was overwhelming,”
Braunohler adds. “We won CageMatch
for like five weeks straight. From there,
the idea just took off.”
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